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Abstract 
Simple three-point electromagnetic spider web combined with the host and 
the 30 m, 300 m, 3000 m 3 transmitters and 3 receiver circuits, telluric elec-
tricity and magnetic switch. Here the space electric field change by using the 
designed solenoid spider does not need deep inside the earth, and a seismo-
meter and earthquake prediction control system is simple. After years of test-
ing, with the use of every minute it is four times 5 - 10 second detection mag-
netic anomaly, and abnormal situation will be asked after the three behind the 
road before the earthquake electromagnetic parameters are converted to a 
digital signal electric parameter. If finding electromagnetic anomaly in 30 
square kilometers will start the GSM switch remote alarm, using Maxwell’s 
equations theory and practice the test showed that this method can not only 
be used for electromagnetic anomaly before the earthquake prediction, and a 
plurality of electromagnetic webs can determine epicenter group composition. 
Before the earthquake changes in the electromagnetic field in a few hours to a 
few days, we are able to know in time that an earthquake is about to occur, 
and determine the location of the epicenter. The devices may be detected over 
stealth aircraft [1] [2] [3]. 
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1. The Principle of Maxwell’s Equations 

Our design is the theoretical basis of Maxwell’s equations. Maxwell’s equations 
are to describe the relationship between electric field and magnetic field and 
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charge density and current density of the partial differential equations of a group 
of British physicist James Maxwell established in nineteenth Century. It consists 
of four equations: describing how to produce electric charge of Gauss’s law; dis-
cussing magnetic monopoles do not exist; and the description of the current law 
of Gauss magnetic time varying electric field magnetic field generated by Max-
well to describe the time-varying magnetic field Ampere law; how to produce the 
Faraday’s law of induction electric field. From the Maxwell equations, we can 
infer that the electromagnetic wave propagates in the vacuum at the speed of 
light, and then make the assumption that the light is electromagnetic waves. 
Maxwell’s equations and the Lorenz force equation are the basic equations of 
classical electromagnetics. From the basic theory to these basic equations, the 
original form of the equations proposed by Maxwell in 1865 consists of 20 equa-
tions and 20 variables. He tried to use quaternion in 1873, but did not succeed. 
The mathematical form now used is Heaviside and Gibbs 1884 to form the new 
expression vector analysis. Electromagnetic spider web is an actually a large ra-
dius of the electromagnetic induction experiment (Figure 1). 

2. Space Electromagnetic Field Sensor Structure 

Production is placed 3 principle of wireless transmission module in earthquake 
prone areas, placed distance of 30 m, 300 m, 3000 m using the corresponding 
super heterodyne, reflex circuit receiving device receives signals. The electronic 
compass and telluric electricity each placed in the determination of earth mag-
netic anomaly remote monitoring based on GPRS network, a plurality of elec-
tromagnetic spider webs and electromagnetic group hang together by the GPRS 
network can judge, a week before the earthquake measured changes in the local 
electromagnetic field before the earthquake early warning, but also analyzed the 
quake epicenter. The electromagnetic spider web to make up for deficiencies in 
the research before, and if multiple electromagnetic cobwebs on the earth, and 
the regular collection of remote electromagnetic comprehensive analysis, it is 
convenient to form three-dimensional research, measured three factors of 
earthquake. Figure 2 is three point electromagnetic spider web diagrams. Elec-
tromagnetic spider web is three-dimensional method to detect earthquakes, 
theoretically more advanced than the point and line. Einstein once said: “Imagi-
nation is more important than knowledge”. The receiver will use mathematical  
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Maxwell equation. 
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Figure 2. Three point electromagnetic spider web diagram. 
 
statistical analysis of Mat-lab multi-channel signal, the sensor should be used 
with no predecessors’ invention, and heaven should pay off, if the earthquake 
prediction can be a breakthrough in science, the reasonable physical interpreta-
tion of seismic electromagnetic wave in theory.  

In practice, a convenient and practical electric field sensor is developed, which 
has the ability to surpass the nature in the fight against natural disasters. The 
electromagnetic spider web, which has been made and placed at a distance, is 
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made up of three channels and a three receiver circuit control and test, judge 
and use. Based on the principle of advanced electrodynamics, the seismic dy-
namic equation established by Maxwell equation, which is based on the principle 
of advanced electrodynamics is a little complicated. To know the location of the 
epicenter of the earthquake, it is necessary to build multiple electromagnetic 
spider webs [4] [5] [6]. 

Telluric currents are phenomena observed in the Earth’s crust and mantle. In 
September 1862, an experiment to specifically address Earth currents was carried 
out in the Munich Alps (Lamont, 1862). Including minor processes, there are at 
least thirty-two different mechanisms which cause telluric currents. The strong-
est are primarily geomagnetic ally induced currents, which are induced by 
changes in the outer part of the Earth’s magnetic field, which are usually caused 
by interactions between the solar wind and the magnetosphere or solar radiation 
effects on the ionosphere. Telluric currents flow in the surface layers of the earth. 
The electric potential on the Earth’s surface can be measured at different points, 
enabling the calculation of the magnitudes and directions of the telluric currents 
and hence the Earth’s conductance. These currents are known to have diurnal 
characteristics wherein the general direction of flow is towards the sun. Telluric 
currents continuously move between the sunlit and shadowed sides of the earth, 
toward the equator on the side of the earth facing the sun (that is, during the 
day), and toward the poles on the night side of the planet. Both telluric and 
magneto telluric methods are used for exploring the structure beneath the 
Earth’s surface (such as in industrial prospecting). For mineral exploration the 
targets are any subsurface structure with a distinguishable resistance in compar-
ison to its surroundings. Uses include geothermal exploration, mining explora-
tion, petroleum exploration, mapping of fault zones, ground water exploration 
and monitoring, investigation of magma chambers, and investigation of boun-
daries of tectonic plates. Earth batteries tap a useful low voltage current from 
telluric currents, and were used for telegraph systems as far back as the 1840s. In 
industrial prospecting activity that uses the telluric current method, electrodes 
are properly located on the ground to sense the voltage difference between loca-
tions caused by the oscillatory telluric currents. It is recognized that a low fre-
quency window (LFW) exists when telluric currents pass through the earth’s 
substrata. In the frequencies of the LFW, the earth acts as a conductor.  

When the plane flew over the network of electromagnetic spiders web on 
equipment, land power device generally have a significant change in 10 μA - 20 
μA. Ordinary aircraft on the ground is generally difficult to eliminate the impact 
of the electromagnetic spider web can make flying over the prototype exposure. 
Figure 3 is simple telluric electricity. 

Because the earth is a complex giant system, it is impossible to establish a very 
accurate kinetic equation. Here the space electric field change by the design and 
design of network spider does not need a solenoid deep within the earth, a seis-
mometer and earthquake prediction control system is simple. Preliminary expe-
riments have reached the basic design requirements. The electric field and  
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Figure 3. Simple telluric electricity. 

 
magnetic field will be distributed in some form. Figure 4 is the electromagnetic 
spider and single chip circuit schematic. Simply said: the principle is to receive 
electromagnetic field using the electromagnetic web production method is be-
fore the earthquake, a number of radio signal receiving exception can be conve-
niently at the receiving end to detect abnormal signal by the number 0, 1 way 
output. The utility model has the advantages of convenient use, low cost and 
wide use [7] [8] [9]. 

3. Remote GSM Network Alarm System 

The equipment with low cost and low power consumption in outdoor equip-
ment is a promising method for short and imminent earthquake prediction. Use 
(30 m, 300 m, 3000 m) distance wireless remote control transmitter, by three 
road three road combined receiver circuit which consists of electromagnetic 
cobweb in the range of 30 square kilometers of induction to electromagnetic 
anomaly ranges light changes the main principle of early warning device making 
use of electromagnetic spider web is usually in the micro power standby device, 
each hours of transmitting and receiving electromagnetic field with a variety of 
bands, that receives the remote signal or not receiving the close signal automatic 
remote alarm, multiple web connected groups once electromagnetic detection, 
using the configuration software can be easily remote detective epicenter. Here 
the electromagnetic spider combined GSM network or GPRS network remote 
control is composed of three road, three road emission receiving circuit, using 
multiple relay circuit can make the detection distance is greatly increased, the 
composition of the network spider electromagnetic and computer networking, 
by specialized software for judgment can be determined accurately the location 
of the earthquake epicenter. The principle of network spider electromagnetic is 
self-multiple transmitter and receiver using computer software to determine the 
electromagnetic anomaly range, determine the type of earthquake, epicenter and 
alarm. The simplest GPRS control we chose the second generation of GSM re-
mote control here GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications). The self- 
made equipment has low cost and high reliability, and it can be used to detect 
the change of the real time electromagnetic field in the way of testing once per 
ten minute. When the abnormal electromagnetic field appears, you can shorten  
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Figure 4. Electromagnetic spider and single chip circuit schematic. 
 
the time, the shortest one minute answer. Globally can available. No distance re-
striction. With a mobile communication device can control the GPRS finally 
realize remote wireless alarm. You can simply use the GSM control, can avoid 
the cumbersome wiring, we can see that the real-time field at home electromag-
netic cobwebs in the provinces of cloth, simply plug the SIM card, can work, 
electricity is easy to use, reliable work. Field placement circuit can be used for 
more than one year. A series of electrodynamics equations composed of Max-
well’s equations are the theoretical basis of the design and the basis of the trans-
mitter. The electronic clock is the core of the design of long time timing trans-
mitting circuit and receiving system. The actual installation requires only three 
groups. 

Remote alarm circuit does not start the GSM in normal electromagnetic, ab-
normal electromagnetic generated on the remote automatic alarm, alarm self- 
locking after the release of the remote control to launch the “output off” com-
mand. A charge can alarm more than 200 times, very convenient. We design 
electromagnetic spider webs per hour scan six times, each time is 3 minutes re-
spectively receive the signal received at the receiving end are remote, if multiple 
electromagnetic spider web groups, combined with the GPRS remote monitor-
ing device can be analyzed accurately in time and location of the earthquake ep-
icenter of the earthquake level. Use the ancient Chinese ten tactics and abnormal 
electromagnetic field duel to determine the epicenter location. Most of the 
earthquake damage is great in China. This device can be a few days ahead of 
time to know a few hours before the earthquake electromagnetic anomalies can 
avoid many terrible disasters. Has been successfully tried a number of sets, in the 
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future there will be a large number of devices placed throughout the country. 
Four 5#batteries, the 2 section of the 3.7 volt rechargeable battery life of more 
than 1 year, generally do not need manual intervention. After the lifting of the 
remote control to launch the “output off” command, abnormal electromagnetic 
production on the remote automatic alarm self-locking. Commonly used in-
structions have “point off”, “reply to open”, “back off”, “output”, “output off”, 
“point to open”, “point off”, “memory” and so on, convenient and practical. At 
the same time, the low power consumption magnetic field offset detector is 
composed of an electronic compass and an ordinary compass. Use special timing 
device to open four times per minute, each time 5 - 10 seconds. Before the 
earthquake, the magneto electric effect is the main factor caused by the earth-
quake. The impending earthquake prediction for space electric field and the 
magnetic field of the earth changes, the electric and magnetic parameters mea-
surement is not necessary to enter the interior of the earth, easy realization of 
technology a major advantage of low power consumption long time offset de-
tector is the magnetic field of the earth can work normally without debugging. 
Due to the static power consumption of the circuit is only 0.1 - 0.2 μA is very 
useful to save electricity. Limited to the current level of science and technology, 
it is impossible to 100% accurately predict the magnitude of the earthquake time. 
However, the study of some abnormal phenomena can greatly reduce the loss 
caused by the earthquake, especially the loss of human life. The advantage of low 
power consumption long time offset detector design of earth magnetic field var-
iations of the geomagnetic field parameters before the earthquake, when abnor-
mal remote alarm remote start GSM, abnormal electromagnetic, alarm self- 
locking discharged by remote control to launch the “output” instruction. This 
practical use of measurement does not have to enter the earth interior, is techni-
cally easy to implement, and suitable for large-scale low-cost distribution points. 
Very suitable placed for the China’s vast rural areas. The circuit is switched on 
once per minute for about 5 - 10 seconds four times. Before the earthquake find 
magnetic field changes immediate alarm. The circuit design scheme is proposed, 
which is simple and practical, and it is hoped to protect human life and property 
in earthquake prediction. It can be predicted that can successfully find anomalies 
of electromagnetic field and electromagnetic wave alarm method, and then form 
a comprehensive global monitoring system, will promote the emergence and 
development of earthquake prediction before the earthquake for scientific re-
search and earthquake prediction. 

4. Summary 

A poem summarizes the working principle of this circuit: Electromagnetic spider 
webs are not esoteric; Maxwell’s equations need to learn well. Logarithmic spiral 
distance is used to measure the gradient. Multi-point placed (telluric electricity) as 
the temperature (gradient) display. The spider web woven speed compared to the 
rotation, being careful not to fear the magnetic field. Divergence occurs when the 
earth’s plates move. Change of electromagnetic field before the earthquake should 
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be reported quickly. At present, there are a number of top scientists in the world 
who are studying the use of electromagnetic change prediction before the earth-
quake. In the earthquake prone areas, we design the electromagnetic spider net-
work to protect the national property that has practical significance. Simple 
three-point electromagnetic spider web consisted in the host and the 30 m, 300 m, 
3000 m 3 transmitters and 3 receiver circuits. Here the space electric field change 
by using the designed solenoid spider does not need deep inside the earth network, 
and a seismometer and earthquake prediction control system is simple. The devic-
es may be detected over stealth aircraft. Germany has a nursery rhyme that is the 
effect of a large number of stars in the sky, but God does not count after the statis-
tics will not be less than one. The same is true of abnormal signals before earth-
quakes. This paper puts forward the design scheme of the three-point electromag-
netic spider web, which is simple and practical, and it is hoped to protect human 
life and property in earthquake prediction [10] [11] [12] [13]. 
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